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New Breaks, New Horizons



What is networking and how can it help?



Networking with existing contacts



Networking online



Networking face to face
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The opportunity to
market yourself

Talking to people
you already know

Networking
Developing
relationships with
new people

Exchanging information

Using contacts
to access
opportunities

To potentially access
the estimated 75% of
jobs which are never
advertised



Opportunity to help others



Let people know you are looking for opportunities



The more people who know, the more likely
someone can help



Builds confidence



Positive activity



Gain knowledge



Access to “hidden job market”
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Family
Clubs/
groups

Hobbies
My
network

Friends

Neighbours

Work
Colleagues

Increasingly popular recruitment tool
Potential for high coverage
Take time to develop your profile(s)
Be careful what you share!
Be consistent across different sites
Protect user names and passwords
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Linkedin



◦ Great profiles can be written
◦ Recommendations
◦ Over 200 million members in over 200
countries
◦ Option to expand your network through your
contacts
◦ Widely used by employers for recruitment
◦ Showcase your knowledge and expertise
◦ The most popular and widely used tool of its
type



Facebook
◦ The largest online network in the world with
over 1 billion users
◦ Started as a social network but has increasing
business usage



Twitter
◦ Over 140 million active users
◦ Follow and interact with people who share
your areas of interest
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Blogger and Wordpress
◦ Free web space to publish a blog



Google+
◦ Fast growing network from Google
◦ Engage with specific communities
◦ Easy to separate business and personal



Quora
◦ Ask and answer questions in your field to
showcase knowledge

 Chamber

of Commerce events
 Exhibitions
 Conferences
 Seminars
 Awards events
 Launch events
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Be positive
Ask questions
Take an interest in them
Find out if you can help them
Be specific about what
you are looking for
Have a stack of “business cards”
with you



Look for opportunities to help others



Do what you say you will do



Remind others to do what they say they
will do



Record and plan



Keep the conversations going
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Identify who you already know and start
conversations about work with them



Use online networking to connect with
new people



Network face to face



Follow up
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